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Abstract
This paper describes a VME based data acquisition system suitable
for the development of Positron Volume Imaging tomographs which
use 3-D data for improved image resolution over slice-oriented tomo-
graphs. The data acquisition must be flexible enough to accommo-
date several 3D reconstruction algorithms; hence, a software-based
system is most suitable. Furthermore, because of the increased di-
mensions and resolution of volume imaging tomographs, the raw data
event rate is greater than that of slice-oriented machines.

These dual requirements are met by our data acquisition sys-
tem. Flexibility is achieved through an array of processors conriected
over a VMEbus, operating asynchronously and in parallel. High raw
data throughput is achieved using a dedicated high speed data trans-
fer device available for the VMEbus. The device can attain a raw data
rate of 2.5 million coincidence events per second for raw events which
are 64 bits wide. Real-time data acquisition and pre-processing re-
quirements can be met by about forty 20 MHz Motorola 68020/68881
processors.

1 Introduction

Historically, positron emission tomographs have been slier oriented
(SO) machines which use detector and machine geometry to limit the
accepted emission lines to a narrow angle perpendicular to the axis
of the tomograph. Such a geometry enables the use of two dimen-
sional image reconstruction algorithms on the data from a given slice.
These algorithms are now well established and may be partially im-
plemented in hardware. A three dimensional image is approximated
by piling the distinct slices one on lop of the other. Unfortunately the
axial resolution of such machines is different from (and usually worse
than) the resolution in the two other dimensions and. furthermore,
the presence of septa reduces machine sensitivity by limiting detector
acceptance to a narrow axial angle.

To overcome these disadvantages, Positron Volume Imaging
(PVI) machines increase the axial acceptance angle. Some SO ma-
chines may be converted to PVI machines by allowing cross plane
coincidences and by having removable septa(l). However, this may
be accompanied by a loss of resolution. Other PVI machines are
designed to operate without septa[2,3,4]. A major feature of PVI
machines is their ability to achieve true 3-D image reconstruction.

The tomograph data acquisition system is intimately linked to
the image reconstruction algorithm used, as the data produced by
the data acquisition system often incorporates the first stage of im-
age reconstruction, namely, the generation of two dimensional sino-
grams for SO machines or data sets of higher dimensionality for PVI
machines. Several 3-D image reconstruction algorithms have been
proposed[5,6,7,8]. Which algorithm will provide the best image is
still an active research area. Thus, PVI machines are still evolving:
they may need to accommodate a variety of image reconstruction
algorithms including two and three dimensional reconstruction and.
possibly, event-by-event backprojection[6,7]. The data acquisition
system of a PVI machine must be flexible enough to accommodate
several reconstruction methods and, perhaps, very different machine
geometries. This implies that the transition from hardware to soft-
ware based processes should occur as close to the front end of the
tomograph as is possible without limiting machine performance.

Therefore, until the data acquisition and image reconstruction
technology is well established, PVI machines will require a data ac-
quisition system with flexible processes for acquisition and image re-
construction.

The additional (axial) dimension in the raw data of PVI ma-
chines places increased demands on the PVI data acquisition system;
for the same event rate, the raw data late is higher. In addition, the
increased resolution of PV] machines necessitates more voxels per
3-D image. PVI machines are expected to have significant scatter
contamination and therefore more events may need to be acquired
per voxel, compounding the increased raw data rate requirement on
any PVI data acquisition system.

Our data acquisition system is designed to accommodate the
dual requirements of PVI: flexible, software-based processing of raw
data and high data transfer rates. This system consists of a high
performance software based data transformation engine (DTE) which
takes as input the raw data from a tomograph (two generalized detec-
tors in coincidence, wobble position, physiological data, etc) and pro-
duces as output a list of histogram coordinates and/or a histogram.

In such a DTE. there are two possible limitations to event
throughput: the maximum data transfer rate and the maximum event
processing rate. In overcoming these limitations, we have chosen a
parailel array of commercially available processor boards connected
over a VMEbus. The choice of a parallel processing DTE is a conse-
quence of the fact that no single cost effective processor can accom-
modate the minimum processing required, namely, the production
of histogram coordinates from the raw data at the required event
throughput.

Parallel processing also makes the DTE scalable. This means
that, provided the system is not data transfer limited, throughput is
an almost linear function of the number of parallel processors in the
engine.

The data transfer limitation is overcome by the use of ded-
icated high speed data transfer devices (the Ironies IV-3272 Full
Speed Data Transporter[9]) and high speed disk controllers (the
Ciprico RF32OO[10] and the Interphase V/SMD4200[ll,12]) available
for VMEbus. The IV-3272 is particularly applicable to the tomograph
DTE due to its FIFO based high speed i/o bus. If a raw coincidence
event is 64 bits wide, one IV-3272 is capable of a peak event acqui-
sition rate of 5 million events per second and a sustained rate of 2.5
million events per second. These rates are well above the maximum
rate to be expected in present-day tomographs

2 System Environment

The DTE will perform in a variety of modes such as raw list mode,
processed list mode and histogram mode. The DTE is inherently
flexible. Thus, formerly incompatible modes, such as simultaneous
list and histogram mode in real time, may be mixed.

In list mode, the raw and/or processed event list is written in
chronological order directly •. j a large store. In histogram mode, a
time independent histogram is constructed in real time. The real time
production of histograms historically necessitated the use of special
purpose hardware; however our design achieves an acceptable event
throughput using software.

The essential functions of the designed data acquisition sys-
tem are illustrated in Figure 1. The tomograph front end hardware
supplies the coincidence event words to the data acquisition function
'Transfer Raw Data'. This process distributes the PET events to the
input stores 'Raw Data' of n parallel processors which process the
events into output stores "Processed Data". The event record is com-
pressed during the processing. Raw list mode may be implemented
by using the process 'Transfer Raw Data' to write the raw events
directly to a list mode store.



Figure 1: Dda Acquisition System Context Diagram

The function 'Process Data' is allocated to the parallel array
of processors. This function is shown in detail Figure 2. The func-
tion decode event takes as input the raw event record containing the
detector coordinates of each end of the annihilation line, time vary-
ing tomograph parameters, such as gantry position and physiological
data, and fixed tomograph parameters, such as lookup tables for de-
tector and wobble positions. For each of the pair of gamma rays,
'decode event* produces the corresponding detector position in the
tomograph ring (?rf, #rf,^rf)i,i = 1,2. Two identical transformation
functions zform data each take as input one of ( i j , yj, zj), and, using
the tomograph parameters1 transform these coordinates to coordi-
nates in a fixed frame of reference. The transformation produces as

processed event lists must be written to the list mode store in the
same order that the raw event lists were written to the parallel raw
data stores. A detailed discussion of this mode \e found in [13].

For a PV7 tomograph using a particular three dimensional im-
age reconstruction algorithm[5], the four dimensions of the histogram
are*, 0, Lr,and L,. The angles 6 and <ji identify the orientation of the
projection plane with respect to the fixed frame of reference ( l , j / , z )
of the tomograph. The coordinates, ( t x , Ly) are the coordinates of
the point of intersection of the annihilation line with its projection
plane, in the coordinate system of the projection plane.

For an SO tomograph or a PVI tomograph using a two dimen-
sional image reconstruction algorithm, the histogram coordinates are

Figure 2: Data Transformation Engine

output the coordinates Pi = (r,y,?)i and P2 = (x,y, z)j of tho two
ends of the annihilation line in the fixed frame of reference established
for the complete tomograph. The function calc annih 'n line (calcu-
late annihilation line) then uses the coordinates of the two ends of the
annihilation line, P J P J to calculate the annihilation line parameters.
Finally, the function calc h'gram coords (calculate histogram coordi-
nates) uses the annihilation line parameters to produce a histogram
coordinate which is added to the list in the output store histogram
coordinate list. The histogram may be either the sinogram, the four
dimensional projection data set[5,8] or some other histogram[6,7].

In Figure 1 the function "Transfer Processed Data' takes as
input the processed event lists in the output stores of the parallel
'Process Data' processes and transfers the processed data to a list
mode store or to one of several input stores of the histogramming
process "Form H'gram'. If simultaneous list and histogram mode is
selected, when the histogramming of a processed data list is complete,
the function 'Transfer Processed Data' transfers the processed data
list from the input store of the histogram process to a list mode store.
A major difference between list mode and histogramming mode is the
fact that, if chronological order of the events is to be preserved, the

'wobble, roUtioo, or cUmihell position; and detector position. Thii informa-
tion II contained in the store 'tomograph parameters'. This store represent* both
tbe fixed and the time varying tomograph parameters shown elsewhere in the di-
agram. The asterisk indicates thai it is a duplicate of one or more store(s) shown
elsewhere in the diagram.

the (r,9) values of the Binogram within a given slice. The slice number
forms the third coordinate. The computational burden in producing
these sinogram coordinates is considerably less than that associated
with the production of the projection data set required for three di-
mensional image reconstruction. Thus, the DTE rate handling ability
is expected to be considerably higher for SO than for PVI data for a
given implementation.

3 System Architecture
As previously mentioned, Figure 1 shows the essential functions of
the DAS. Figure 3 shows the DAS hardware.

3.1 Software

The software is configured as one master process controlling data
transfers and data processing, with nj^ slave front end processors
(FEPs) processing data asynchronously and in parallel.

FEPs logically share memory, but there are definite perfor-
mance advantages to accessing local memory (which can be as large
as 16 Mbytes).

While processing continues, data can be transferred in and out
of a FEP's local memory by DMA data transporters (see Figure 3).
Thus, in order to maximise the time available for processing, double



buffering is used for each FEP. The master FEP controls the buffer
transfers, using a master list. The master/slave software is descr.bed

in detail in [13].
There are several logically concurrent threads of control in tne

master FEP. In order to reflect these parallel activities, the soft-
ware in the master FEP is designed as a multitasking system, with
three main tasks: Control Data Processing, Control Input Transfer
(raw events), and Control Output Transfer (processed events). The
master FEP software can run as an application program above a
multi-tasking real time kernel such as pSOS[14]; however, in our de-
velopment environment the master runs as a process above the UNIX
operating system. All the code is written in the high level language
C for portability; the compiler's optimising features were used to im-
prove the data processing times.
3.2 Hardware Data Transport

The Ironies IV-3272 full speed data transporter is particularly well
suited for use in the DTE. It provides a well defined 32 bit i/o
bus upon which a maximum of 14 data transporters may be resi-
dent. Each data transporter is interfaced to the bus by an on board
512 by 32 bit FIFO and is capable of i/o data transfer rates of 40
Mbytes/second[15]. Thus, the data transporter is capable of accept-
ing tomograph data at peak rates of 40 Mbytes/Becond. In trans-
ferring data from the i/o bus to VMEbus, the data transporter can
maintain a sustained data transfer rate of over 24 Mbytes/second
and peak data transfer rates of over 30 Mbytes/second[16] into the
local 100 nanosecond dynamic random access memory of an Ironies
processor board3 using static column block transfer mode[17]. An
additional useful feature of the IV-3272 is the on-board TMS 320xx
digital signal processing chip which may be programmed[9] to pre-
process the data in real time before transfer over the VMEbus.

3.3 Front End Processors

The three control functions of the master FEP have been allocated
to the single processor which is labelled 'DAS CTLR' in Figure 3.

The function 'Process Data' is allocated to each of the paral-
lel array of slave FEPs. In order to maintain PVI event throughput
with a manageable number of slave FEPs, the data transformations
required will probably necessitate the use of third generation RISC
processors such as the Advanced Micro Devices AMD29000 or the
Motorola 88000. However, pending the purchase of VME boards
based on these RISC processors, the data processing code is being
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developed on a Motorola 68020 based VME board. For this reason,
the data processing code is written in C so it is transportable, Btan-
dalone and independent of the software and hardware environment
of the target processor.

4 Development System

A prototype data acquisition system based on a single VME back-
plane has been assembled and is shown in Figure 4. The main com-
ponents of this system are a 16 MHz Motorola 68020/68881/MMU
UNDC engine (the TV-3204), two standalone 20 MHz Motorola
68020/68881 processors (the IV-3204A and the IV-3201A), a data
transporter (the IV-3272) and a 16 Mbyte VMEbus memory card
(the MM6230[18]). An interface has been constructed[19] which con-
nects the i/o bus of the data transporter to the ECL bus of the Lecroy
4300 Fast Encoding and Readout ADCs in CAMAC[20]. The pro-
totype system is networked to the TRIUMF VAX cluster using an
Ethernet.

A PVI data transformation algorithm[E] has been implemented
on one of the standalone processors in order to measure the processing
time. This data transformation takes as input a list of simulated raw
tomograph coincidence events produced by a Monte Carlo code[2]
and produces as output a list of four dimensional projection set co-
ordinates.3 The processing time on 200,000 events was measured as
350 microseconds per event.

5 Performance Analysis

The performance of the D IE has been modelled in order to estimate
the expected event rate as determined by the data transfer rate, the
parallel data processing rate, and control/communication overheads.

A significant parameter of the DTE is the effective process-
ing time per event, t^*. For nlcp parallel FEPs, the effective DTE
processing time is:

tep = hd±±ii (i)

where tw is the effective time taken to write one raw event into the
FEP memory, U is the effective time taken to read one processed
event from the FEP memory and tp is the FEP cpu time taken to
process one event, measured as 350 microseconds per event on our
development system. Based on published performance figures, the
processing time for this algorithm is expected to improve to (p = 70
microseconds on the 25 MHz Ironies IV-9001 VMEbus Single Board
Super Computer[21] which uses the AMD29000 RISC processor with
an AMD29027 floating point coprocessor.

aWben this software was transferred to a VAX computer, only one modification
was required for it to compile and execute: a floating point '1' had to be changed
to floating point '1.0'.

'the per event data transfer lime in a small fraction of the PVI processing time,
but may become significant for other applications.

Figure 3: Data Acquisition System Block Diagram Figure 4: Development System



A model of the DTE performance is derived in [22]. This
model estimates the event throughput as a function of raw and pro-
cessed event size, raw and processed event block size, bus arbitra-
tion time (including the effect of a device's position in the arbitra-
tion daisy chain), effective VMEbus read/write cycle times, Verticil
bus arbitration time, Vertical bus signal propagation delay and con-
trol/communications overheads. Most of these factors are amortized
over the transfer of a block of events and have little effect on the
available bandwidth. However, VMEbus effective read cycle time,
VMEbus effective write cycle time and Vertical bus propagation de-
lays may affect each data transfer cycle and therefore one or more of
these factors form the primary limitation to data transfer rate.

The DTE histogram mode event rate with a single histogram-
ming engine on the DAS CTLR VMEbus, J?/,, is estimated as:

tc + tm + tep + U.
(2)

and the DTE histogram mode event rate with one histogramming
engine per FEP backplane, fip/,, is estimated as:

(3)
i + tcp + tp

where ic is the control/communication overhead per event, („, is the
effective raw event transfer time from the data transporter to a FEP,
:„„ is the effective processed event transfer time from a FEP to a
single histogramming engine located on the DAS CTLR backplane
and lpm is the effective processed event transfer time from a FEP to
a histogramming engine located on the same backplane.

For an Ironies IV-3272 Full Speed Data Transporter using static
column block transfer mode to transfer blocks of 64 bit raw events
and 32 bit processed events, the model obtains the following values:

340
= nsec/evenl

ivo —

tc =

370
nsec/event

560 nuec/eveni

31 nsec/evenl

(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)

where n(,p is the number of FEP backplanes.
Since the calculation of <„„ includes a Vertical bus cycle on each

data transfer, it is much larger than tpu0. If multiple FEP backplanes
are employed, it is advantageous to place a histogramming engine
on each FEP backplane as this allows the parallel transfer of pro-
cessed events to histogramming engines. Thus, in implementing high
data throughput, it is preferable to have one histogramming engine
per FEP backplane with the separate histograms (one for each FEP
backplane) being combined when the data rate drops during a run or
upon completion of a run.

In Figure 5, R/, is plotted for a three FEP backplane system
using the PVI algorithm value of tp = 350 /isec/event measured on
the 20 MHz M68020/M68881 standalone processor. Rj, is also plot-
ted for a two FEP backplane system using the PVI algorithm value
of ip= 70 /iseconds/event projected for the AMD29000/AMD29027
RISC processor.

Since SO processing algorithms require less processing time
than PVI algorithms, Figure 5 also includes plots of Rpk for pro-
cessing times tp = 20 ftsec/event and tp = 50 //sec/event.

Figure 5 shows that, for this particular PVI processing
algorithm[5], 40 Motorola 68020/68881 FEPs would maintain a PVI
coincidence event rate of about Ri, = 100 kevent6/sec, whereas 30
AMD 29000/29027 RISC front end processors would maintain a PV'I
coincidence event rate of about Jfy, = 350 kevents/sec. For tp = 50
fisec, 30 FEPs would maintain a coincidence event rale of Rp), — 480
kevents/sec and, for tp = 20 /iset, 30 FEPs would maintain a coir a-
dence event rate of Rph = 950 kevents/Bec.

T o i a l Number of FEPs

Figure 5: Data Transformation Engine Simulated Performance

6 Concluding Remarks

This is a parallel real-time Bystem design with many asynchronous
events and activities and capable of processing hundreds of thousands
of events every second. Until recently, this could only be done in
hardware.

The system offers several attractive features to the tomograph
designer:

• software controlled processes are moved closer to the front end
of the system. This provides flexibility in data structure ?.nd
hardware configuration as compared to hardware based data
acquisition systems.

• the flexible input event list data structure allows optional aux-
iliary data records to be inserted into the coincidence event list
and varying sizes of raw and processed event records.

• the real time parallel processing of the raw events to processed
events reduces the list mode storage requiiemenl and data trans-
fer rate by a factor of two without degrading event throughput.

• the parallel architecture is opon-ended and scalable. This en-
ables the use of software and hardware developmtnt systems
based on a few modules which can, when required, be scaled
up to obtain the desired event acquisition rate by adding more
modules.

• the software architecture is portable. Thus, the systems engi-
n3er can choose among a broad range of commercially available
modules.
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